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Transition planning moves on

By Katherine Watt
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Quoted in Naomi Klein’s book “Shock Doctrine,” economist Milton Friedman said: “Only a crisis — actual or
perceived — produces real change. When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that
are lying around.”

Friedman’s economic principles have been wielded for decades to impose austerity measures on debt-strapped
developing nations: cutting social programs and raising taxes. As the era of economic recoveries closes and the
era of ecological recoveries begins, top-down governments in America and other developed nations continue to

slash public budgets, reinforcing the bottom-up momentum toward community resilience.

What ideas are lying around for us? There are two dominant competing visions of the Centre County future. One
is thousands of drill towers, concrete pads and pipelines ripping down the woods; thousands of semis rumbling
along formerly quiet country roads; potential widespread water contamination and depletion; carbon flying
skyward; and a steady flow of gas and profit heading east to investors in New York, London and other world
financial capitals.

The other vision is food, farms and forests, and no matter how many times the drilling proponents repeat their
reassuring lies, once the water’s a mile underground or contaminated, it’s unusable. Once the trees and roots
are gone, so are the living ecosystems they support.
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My friends working in the local sustainability movement say people “get it.” They’re sick of the talk and want to
see more action. Transition planning, as pioneered in England by Rob Hopkins, has a dozen or so interwoven
components for building resilient communities for the post-carbon age.

The first step was setting up a steering group. We’ve done that, knowing it will dissolve later as the process
unfolds, new projects originate from the energy of people drawn into the work, and original leaders fan out to
join small working groups.

The second step is raising public awareness of the issues and the plausibility of a successful transition. That’s
what the public films and meetings of the past few months have been about. We’ve also been laying foundations
for future collaboration by connecting with people working on environmental, energy, transportation and other
key community issues in nonprofits, businesses and educational institutions.

The fourth step is to hold a “Great Unleashing,” a huge celebration pulling together all these people and
organizations for a momentum-building celebration of our collective power to successfully take on the
challenges ahead. The Centre County Unleashing is tentatively scheduled for October 2, 2011 at Snider
Agricultural Arena: food, music, brainstorming, workshops, networking and more.

In the meantime, “open-space meetings” will be held, mapping out smaller next steps for each issue. Readers
curious about these should join Monday’s “community conversation” for an introduction.

In the upcoming months, the product of these meetings will be new physical systems in the community — tree
plantings, gardens, small-scale renewable energy facilities — and a “Great Reskilling” series, linking community
elders (especially those who remember the Depression) to younger folks in public forums to share knowledge of
how to live with less.

Eventually, community efforts will link up with extant local government efforts, and the combined work product
of all these people working together will be a community-directed drafting of an Energy Descent Action Plan,
compiling the best ideas and setting them in motion. More on this next month.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer, community organizer and Transition Town State College steering
committee member. Readers may write to her at katherine_watt@hotmail.com.
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